Abstract: A Monte Carlo code for the calculation of light transport in heterogeneous scattering media is presented together with its validation. Triangle meshes are used to define the interfaces between different materials, in contrast with techniques based on individual volume elements. This approach allows to address realistic problems in a flexible way. A hierarchical spatial organisation enables a fast photon-surface intersection test. The application of the new environment to evaluate the impact of the trabecular structure of bone on its optical properties is demonstrated. A model of the trabecular micro structure recovered from microCT data was used to compute light distribution within tissue. Time-resolved curves across a spherical bone volume were computed. The work presented enables simulation of radiative transport in complex reality-based models of tissue and serves as a powerful, generic tool to study the effect of heterogeneity in the field of biomedical optics. 547-560 (1998 193-206 (1998). 24. A. Pifferi, A. Torricelli, P. Taroni, A. Bassi, E. Chikoidze, E. Giambattistelli, and R. Cubeddu, "Optical biopsy of bone tissue: a step toward the diagnosis of bone pathologies," J. Biomed. Opt. 9(3), 474-479 (2004). 
Introduction
In the last years the applications of optical methods in therapy and diagnosis have expanded significantly. A large amount of work has been performed on the utilisation of light to noninvasively study human tissues [1, 2] and to deliver various treatments [3] . These positive results are based on a good understanding of light transport in turbid media, the availability of powerful numerical tools and a precise knowledge of the optical properties of the biological materials of interest.
Light transport in turbid media can be accurately modelled by means of the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) [4] . However, its integro-differential nature does not allow an analytical closed-form solution in practical situations and numerical methods and approximations are required to address realistic geometries. Monte Carlo (MC) methods represent a stochastic realisation of the RTE, having the potential to approximate the exact solution for a given problem with any desired accuracy. Additionally, they possess the ability to model realistic sources, detectors and sample geometries. Their main drawback is the need to simulate a large number of photon paths in order to reach a high accuracy level. Because of their benefits, many MC codes have been developed in the various fields of science and technology that deal with radiation transfer in turbid media. Besides biomedical optics [5, 6, 7, 8] , these fields include nuclear physics [9] , radiative heat transfer [10] and atmospheric optics [11] . Each of the cited codes reflects the needs of the discipline for which it was developed in terms of problem modelling and magnitudes of interest.
In recent years, researchers in computer graphics have been working on physically realistic models of light transport for high quality rendering of virtual scenes [12, 13] . Monte Carlo methods have been adapted to the needs of this field, sometimes including turbid media [14] . One of the differences between computer graphics and other research areas has been the focus on producing images [13] rather than accurately computing some relevant physical magnitudes. Also the evaluation of a solution has different standards in this field: instead of trying to minimise the error relative to an exact solution based on an objective metric, these codes try to improve the scene quality as it is perceived by a human observer. Despite these differences, the emphasis on arbitrarily complex geometries, rather than idealised system models, has lead to important advances in efficient geometry organisation schemes [15] .
Since the work by Wang et al. [5] for multi-layered tissues, there have been some important developments in MC codes able to deal with 3D geometries, especially the ones that can be recovered from imaging modalities like MRI or CT. The code described by Boas et al . is based on a voxelised model of the problem [7] and it is similar to other works, like the one by Pfefer [6] . Two problems are apparent in this type of volumetric description. First, the rigid space discretisation derived from fixed volume elements imposes a homogeneous resolution. This might not be appropriate, in terms of computational resources, if the problem shows heterogeneity at different dimensional scales. Second, a volume-based geometry description does not allow for explicit consideration of boundaries, which are important if the mismatch in material properties across them is significant, or when reflecting materials are present. Recently Côté et al. reported [8] a biophotonics code with a triangle based geometry description and polarisation support. This development allows for flexible shape based models, but the lack of spatial hierarchy in the geometry description limits the complexity of the manageable situations.
In this paper we present a Monte Carlo environment suitable for addressing heterogeneous complex tissues in an efficient manner. The geometry is based on a set of triangle meshes, which are structured using a space partitioning scheme in order to improve computational efficiency. Each triangle has information on the two materials immediately in contact with it on either side of its normal, and the combination of these elements into a mesh is used to define a complete interface between the two media. This shape based representation is more flexible than voxel based approaches and allows for more accurate modelling of reflection and refraction caused by a surface. The optimisation techniques applied make it possible to track the paths of large numbers of photons, since the computational time of the photon-geometry intersection test decreases from asymptotically proportional to the number of triangles to logarithmic with the number of triangles.
Previous numerical work on tissue heterogeneity on scales under the average tissue diffusion length has mostly focused on the effect of blood vessels, mainly due to their pervasiveness in body tissues and their strong contrast in absorption relative to surrounding media. Due to the fact that the diffusion approximation is not applicable, Monte Carlo has been the method of choice. The evaluation of the impact of tissue structure on optical diagnostic methods [16, 17] and treatments [18] shows that non-homogeneity has often a non-negligible impact on average transport properties and radiation effects. The effect of macroscopic heterogeneity has also been investigated by means of Monte Carlo methods. In this case, MC studies have sometimes concentrated on the effect of transparent layers [19, 7, 20] , as these problems can be modelled with Finite Element Methods only with additional assumptions and computational devices [21] . Further research subjects in this category are broad in scope and include modelling of photoacoustic signals from large vessels [22] and calculations of fluence rate distribution for Photodynamic Therapy around human airways [23] .
We will target trabecular bone as an example of the kind of complex heterogeneous media that can be considered for simulation, demonstrating the code's possibilities. The versatility of the geometry description presented can be applied to the problems mentioned in the previous paragraph, helping understand the impact of tissue morphological complexity in the field of biomedical optics. However, for evaluation purposes, the characteristic structure of trabecular bone offers an excellent test bench for the program's capabilities.
Despite the illustrative purposes of the simulation results presented, the ability to study light propagation in bone also has importance in itself. Optical investigation of osseous tissue has received increased attention in the last years [24] . This interest is probably due to the inherent low invasiveness, potential low cost and intrinsic high information content, derived from the characteristic spectra of individual tissue components. Some diseased states of bone, like osteoporosis, are excellent candidates for optical diagnosis. Osteoporosis is defined [25] as a generalised, progressive diminution of bone density (bone mass per unit volume), causing skeletal weakness. Its detection is currently achievable by means of biopsy, serum analysis and radiographic techniques. Due to some drawbacks of the mentioned methods, including invasiveness, high cost, low portability and high radiation dose, interest in novel methods for diagnosis of diseased states of bone is on the rise. In recent times, quantitative ultrasound has emerged as a potential diagnosis method [26] , though there is still some debate in the literature about its actual value for screening purposes [27] .
In this line, some in vitro [28] and in vivo [24] studies have tried to relate the scattering and absorption properties of bone in the Near Infrared (NIR) to its quality. Though these studies use very promising methods, conclusive results have not yet been obtained. Despite the sophisticated experimental methods applied, these reports rely on quite simple mechanisms of light transport within bone. They generally assume that this tissue can be regarded as a homogeneous isotropic turbid medium and that its mean optical properties (especially absorption) can be constructed as a weighted average from those of its basic constituents. It is also implicitly assumed that the weighing of the individual spectra is a direct measure of their relative concentration in tissue.
This is in fact a very common premise in macroscopic models of tissue, and it implicitly implies a homogeneous distribution of scattering and absorption centres at dimensions below the diffusion length. As mentioned before, much of previous numerical work on tissue heterogeneity has focused on this problem for the case of blood vessels. In fact, the complex morphology of trabecular bone, whose complexity clearly departs from the assumed homogeneity principle also calls for further investigation. The effect of this microscopic structure on the behaviour of light under the diffusion limit is unclear, though some studies on other heterogeneous media with structural regularity [30] , suggest that it could be significant. Here, we show how the presented code can be used to efficiently compute light transport in cancellous bone based on models reconstructed from micro Computer Tomography (μCT) data. This reality-based computation of photon migration in a complex two-phase heterogeneous media would not have been possible to the same level of detail without the advances presented in this paper.
In the following, the principles on which the implementation is based are first introduced. The steps taken for validating the environment are discussed next, together with some performance measures that show the impact of problem geometry on computational time. As an example of the possibilities of the new environment, simulations of light transport in a model of trabecular bone as recovered from μCT scans are presented.
Implementation
The fundamentals of Monte Carlo simulation of light transport in turbid media have been discussed extensively in the literature. This implementation is based on the work by Wang et al. [5] for multilayered geometries, with an extension to arbitrary 3D structures based on collections of triangles. In this respect, our environment is similar to the one described by Côté and Vitkin. However, the organisation of the geometry elements in a bounding volumes hierarchy allows computation of very large meshes. The application of this strategy is to the best of our knowledge novel in the field of biomedical optics.
The structure of the environment architecture has been depicted in Fig. 1 . It is based on a MC core coded in the C programming language, which interfaces with the pre-and postprocessing steps through files based on the Hierarchical Data Format HDF5. Usage of this standard data organisation scheme [31] allows an efficient implementation in terms of I/O and ensures compatibility with widespread tools and libraries. This encapsulation of the MC core gives increased flexibility in the pre-and post-processing steps, which can be in this way performed using more convenient tools, and allowed us to concentrate on an efficient photon path computation. The complete source code of the implementation of the algorithm described in this article is available on the World Wide Web under the name TriMC3D [32] .
The environment includes a parallel implementation of the photon tracing algorithm based on the Messaging Passing Interface standard, which permits a transparent distribution of a single problem within a computer cluster. This is important for the Monte Carlo technique, which relies on high number of photon paths being calculated for a good signal-to-noise ratio. Al- though the HDF5 standard includes mechanisms for parallel data access, a collector process taking care of file output was chosen. This option does not require an underlying parallel file system to ensure data consistency and it is appropriate for the moderate data throughput produced by the MC simulations. It was found that the overhead of the parallel implementation was negligible for moderately large numbers of photons.
Materials are described by means of their scattering and absorption coefficients, together with the anisotropy coefficient of the phase function. Only the common Henyey-Greenstein phase function has been implemented, but the extension to other distributions is straightforward. The geometry description is shape based, consisting in collection of triangles defining the interfaces between different media. In this sense, care has to be taken so as to ensure topological consistency in the model.
Triangles are organised in a hierarchy of bounding volumes, implementing the space partitioning scheme already mentioned. Figure 2 illustrates this concept in the two-dimensional case. Instead of performing individual checks against all elements that make up the geometry, they are organised into a tree structure by repeatedly subdividing the occupied space. In this tree, each node strictly contains all of its siblings, making it unnecessary to further descend the hierarchy if the upper node is known not to intersect the photon step.
The bounding volume hierarchy is based on axis-aligned bounding boxes and it is generated in a pre-processing step. It consists of a tree data structure, in which each node potentially contains both triangles and links to sibbling nodes. During loading of the geometry, a bounding box is pre-computed for each of the tree nodes in a bottom-up manner making use of a recursive function. All nodes are formally equal, with the difference that leaf (terminal) nodes do not have pointers to any further sibblings, only containing a list of associated triangles.
Since general hierarchies with a multi-level distribution of triangles in groups can be processed by the MC core, various axis-aligned space partitioning schemes can be in principle used. Given the volumetric uniformity of the triangle distribution in the problems discussed later in this paper, a "loose" octree organisation [34] was adopted. Octrees recursively divide each cubic node into eight equal sub-volumes, being a three-dimensional analogue of the quadtree bidimensional spatial decomposition used for illustration purposes in Fig. 2 . A more general space partitioning scheme is the three-dimensional kd-tree, in which space is recursively subdivided by planes normal to the Cartesian axes. The performance of the different space partitioning schemes is application specific and the reader is referred to the literature [15] for further information.
On initialisation of the geometry intersection routine, a bounding box is computed for the maximum possible photon segment, corresponding to undisturbed propagation in the current medium to the full photon step length. The traversal of the tree is carried out from the root node to the leaf elements in a recursive way. At each node, all associated triangles are first checked for intersection with the photon path. In our implementation, this intersection test is composed of a simple box-box overlap check, followed by a ray-triangle intersection evaluation. The photon segment bounding box and the triangle bounding box are evaluated in the first stage. The raytriangle intersection test has been adapted from the algorithm proposed by Möller et al. [33] , which offers a fast result while not requiring storage of pre-computed coefficients. If a triangle is found to intersect the photon path, it is recorded as the closest point in the geometry in the current photon direction and its distance to the current photon position is used to recompute the maximum possible photon segment and its bounding box. After this, the routine resumes checking the remaining triangles in the node, if any.
After triangles, sibbling nodes in the hierarchy of bounding volumes are evaluated for intersection. This is done through a fast box-box overlap test, followed by a more restrictive ray-box intersection check, adapted from the implementation proposed by Williams [35] . It is interesting that for many applications in biomedical optics, the photon mean free path will be much smaller that the minimum element size. Under these circumstances, a direct ray-box intersection test results in a very inefficient tree traversal. This contrasts with the more common situation in computer graphics, where ray length is often assumed to be comparable to the geometry size or even infinite. We have found that the described test sequence maintains a uniform performance independently of the size of the photon step relative to the element size.
If no intersection is found, propagation of the photon is performed following the MCML algorithm [5] . If the result of the check is positive, the closest triangle and the minimum distance to intersection (d) are returned. The photon is then propagated to the interface and the remaining photon step length is decreased by dμ t , where μ t = μ a + μ s is the interaction coefficient of the current medium. After this, a choice is made as whether reflection or transmission takes place. This follows Wang's [5] approach, in which the reflection coefficient is compared to a uniform random number and the full weight of the photon is either reflected or transmitted. The reflection coefficient (R) for an incident angle α i relative to the triangle normal is 1 for α i > α cr , where α cr is the critical angle. For smaller angles, R is obtained from Fresnel's formulas, as shown in Eq. 1, where polarisation is not taken into account. In Eq. 1, α t is the angle of transmission, as given by Snell's law. The photon direction is updated depending on whether it should be reflected or refracted according to the relations of ray optics.
Once a photon-surface intersection is processed, the affected triangle is excluded from the geometry for the following check. This is done in order to prevent faulty results due to floating point errors, as after updating its position the photon lies directly on the triangle plane. Once a scattering event takes place, or another reflection/refraction happens, the restriction on this triangle is removed.
Since the environment is meant for arbitrary geometries, no simplifications can be made based on the problem spatial invariance and the convolutional schemes for extended sources described by Wang et al.[36] cannot be used. To address this issue, the environment is able to directly model Gaussian and isotropic sources, besides pencil beam excitation. Extension to other emission patterns is straightforward. The modelling of Gaussian beams has been adopted from Tycho's work [37] . Ray launching times are in most situations negligible compared to the cost of photon path calculation, even for the more sophisticated source radiation patterns. However, launching angles and positions have to be explicitly sampled and the filtering effect of the convolution is lost, which often translates into a need for larger number of simulated photon paths. This is in fact caused by the lack of space invariance in the geometry more than due to limitations in the code. Detectors are modelled explicitly in the geometry as exit surfaces on which photon paths are recorded. Several parameters of interest are registered, such as the photon exit coordinates, the cosine of its angle with respect to the surface's normal, the pathlength from the moment of launching, the accumulated time of flight and the remaining weight.
Validation and performance
The basic validity of light transport computation based on Monte Carlo methods and the physics of light propagation across medium interfaces are well-established. Therefore, the 3D ray tracing algorithm has been validated separately from the Monte Carlo routines of absorption and scattering. Numerous well-known problems of geometrical optics have been used to check the reliability of the surface intersection test and the accuracy of the calculated intensity and direction of the refracted and reflected rays. The convergence of a beam of parallel rays incident on a lens composed of 2.9 × 10 4 elements to its paraxial focal point is depicted in Fig. 3(a) , where the problem geometry has been overlaid to the photon paths. It can be observed that the effect of spherical aberration is reproduced for rays far from the optical axis. The source intensities have been individually validated against their analytical models. Good agreement was found for sufficiently high numbers of photons.
The algorithms modelling light transport in scattering media have been validated against the results of the commonly used MCML code [5] . These results have been compared to the diffusion equation and have been used as a reference for other validations in the past [8] . Figure 3(b) shows the angle resolved reflectance generated by a infinitely narrow source incident on a homogeneous slab of 0.2mm thickness with μ s = 9mm −1 , μ a = 1mm −1 and g = 0.75. Both solutions were computed with 5× 10 6 photons and show an excellent agreement, with the residual error due to the still finite number of simulated paths. This conformity is not surprising, as the basic algorithms for scattering and absorption were implemented on the basis of Wang's [5] article.
In order to evaluate the performance of the presented Monte Carlo code, a simple model of a spherical absorber in an otherwise homogeneous slab was taken as reference problem. The sphere has the optical properties μ s = 10mm −1 , μ a = 0.01mm −1 and an anisotropy coefficient of g = 0.9, while the surrounding medium can be characterised by the coefficients μ s = 10mm −1 , μ a = 0.05mm −1 and an anisotropy factor g = 0.9. Figure 4 represents the computational time as a function of the number of triangles used to approximate the sphere. For ease of comparison, the simulation times were normalised to the time needed for a 76 triangle model.
In the considered scenario, and making use of an octree hierarchical space organisation, the photon-geometry intersection test requires negligible time when compared to the rest of the photon tracking functions. This effect is reflected in the fact that no observable increase in the computation time is produced by the growing complexity. This can be achieved because only few costly ray-triangle intersections need to be computed after the tree traversal for each photon step, independent of the actual level of detail in the sphere description. We have found that this effect can be found in most practical situations, with the geometry being in practice neutral with respect to computational time.
For comparison purposes, Fig. 4 also shows the evolution of computational time for the spherical absorbing inclusion model if a flat (non-hierarchical) organisation of triangles is applied. It becomes apparent that already for moderate levels of model complexity (∼ 10 3 ) the computational cost introduced by the photon-geometry intersection test becomes prohibitive. In order to observe the logarithmic dependency in computational time due to the hierarchical organisation alone, the time needed to conduct a photon-surface intersection test has been isolated. The circles in Fig. 4 represent the normalised time as a function of the model complexity. The curve clearly reproduces the expected behaviour, approximately following the logarithmic dependency represented by the fit to a straight line on the lin-log graph.
Application to trabecular bone
Triangle meshes reconstructed from μCT data have been simulated. Bone samples were obtained from the trabecular space of vertebrae and from the femoral head of adult Dutch milk goats. The animals were sacrificed after a long term study. Remaining tissues had been frozen after death and specimens were retrieved and cut to a suitable size for analysis. Threedimensional data was obtained using a μCT system (μCT20, Scanco Medical AG, Zürich, Switzerland). Briefly, the samples were placed in a fluid to avoid dehydration and scanned at a resolution of 18μm [38] Spherical volumes of interest were extracted from the voxel-based dataset, and were then thresholded and transformed into a triangular mesh using a marching cubes algorithm. For a sphere with a diameter of 7.5mm, approximately 7 million triangles were generated after this step. In all cases, the resulting mesh was then simplified to 10% of its original number of triangles for later processing convenience using the quadric decimation metric first described by Garland et al. [39] , without noticeable degradation of the resulting model.
For this report we assume that the calcified matrix has similar optical properties to those of cortical bone, with n = 1.6, μ a = 0.1mm The inner space is filled with marrow, whose properties have not been experimentally determined to date. For the purposes of illustration, they will be assumed similar to those of adipose tissue in other parts of the body. Bashkatov [41] has reported a relatively high scattering coefficient (μ s = 1mm −1 ) at λ = 800nm for human subcutaneous adipose tissue at room temperature (T ∼ 20 o C). In contrast with this value, Tsai [42] and van Veen [43] have shown that for lipids alone this coefficient may decrease significantly when temperatures are closer to body conditions. Tsai's estimations of the scattering coefficient and the anisotropy factor of porcine fat at 40 o C are μ s = 1.5mm −1 , g = 0.95. Though temperature may play a role in the differences in reported results, it is important to note that physiological adipose tissue contains several other components contributing to scattering, including vessels, nerves and collagen fibres. Further, lipids in the body are in a different state from ex-vivo processed samples. How the actual state of lipids in interstitial marrow may condition its scattering coefficient is uncertain. Absorption properties seem to have a lower temperature dependency [43] and for the rest we will use the value reported by Bashkatov (μ a = 0.1mm −1 ) for this coefficient. The issue of the optical properties of marrow is further complicated because other non-considered tissue constituents may play an important role and two types of marrow (red and yellow) with strongly varying composition exist. For the purposes of this article, i.e. illustration of the possibilities of the presented code, the question of exact optical properties plays a secondary role. Table 1 summarises the set of assumed transport coefficients that were used in this study. Time resolved curves through a bone sphere with a diameter d = 5mm have been computed. A Gaussian source with a diameter at 1/e 2 intensity of 0.5mm in the launching plane was used in this case for excitation, with its focus set at infinite. The detector was placed on the opposite side of the sphere relative to its centre. A 0.5mm margin was left between the sphere and the collecting and emitting elements. Detectors had a diameter of 0.7mm and were assumed to collect light incident from all directions. This assumed lack of numerical aperture could be reasonable for high acceptance angle detectors, such as photodiodes, but it could be unrealistic for fibre based systems. Within these simulations, we found that for NA=0.48 and in a medium with refractive index n = 1.4, the number of simulated photons should be increased by a factor of approximately 5 to get the same accumulated photon weight on the detector. If very small numerical apertures and detectors have to be taken into account, a different approach using the reciprocity theorem of the RTE should be considered, as direct application of Monte Carlo wastes a large number of photons. This is not specific of the presented code, but rather characteristic of one-pass Monte Carlo methods.
The source-detector pair was rotated in a plane around the sphere in 10 o increments and time resolved curves with ∼ 4 × 10 7 photons were acquired for each position. Due to the large number of paths needed for good temporal resolution and the numerous sources involved in the simulation, the computation was performed in the nodes of the DAS2 parallel supercomputer [44] , with a total number of 1.5 × 10 9 photons traced in ∼ 12h. Figure 6 shows some curves representative of the obtained set of transient responses. It is unclear at this point how the angular dependency found in the curves relates to the underlying model properties. More accurate investigation on this issue is needed, but the example application presented successfully illustrates the potential of the presented code.
Conclusions
In this paper we present a new Monte Carlo code based on a shape based geometry description. Drawing from concepts from computer graphics and previous work on stochastic modelling of radiative transport in tissue optics, we have been able to address complex geometries in a general, flexible and efficient way. We have found that a hierarchical organisation of the triangle mesh, together with a suitable intersection test strategy delivers a good computational efficiency. This kind of cross-seeding between different disciplines making use of Monte Carlo methods for computation of radiative transfer has been already highlighted in the literature [13] . A complete validation of the code has been conducted and the main results have been presented. Upper bounds to the complexity of the geometry in space partitioning schemes like the one proposed come from memory limitations more than from exploding computational cost. Effort has been devoted to efficient memory usage in the implementation, but an upper limit exists, as the whole model should fit in the main computer memory to avoid page swapping to disk. With current computers these limits are far even for complex models like the ones reconstructed from imaging devices. Using a 32 bit memory space, at least 60 million triangles are tractable. If larger meshes are required, memory management techniques taking spatial relevance into account could be introduced. A departure from the standard sequential photon computation scheme [45] can also lead to an improvement in memory locality.
In this implementation the geometry and material properties are assumed to remain constant during light propagation in tissue. This means that an assumption of temporal invariance underlies the current implementation. Sources with a finite temporal response function can be easily considered by means of time-domain convolution. However, ultrafast events occurring in the geometry or material properties due to the light pulse propagation cannot be easily modelled using the described environment. Although this limitation is not important for standard tissue spectroscopy techniques and many other applications, an extension to include time-dependent geometry could be useful for ultrafast studies.
As a relevant and demanding application, we have investigated the effect of the micro structure of trabecular bone on its long-range transport properties. Direct simulation on bone models reconstructed from μCT data was successfully conducted and spatial and temporal information about light propagation in tissue was obtained. Lack of sound experimental information regarding the properties of the individual components of bone currently limits a more detailed numerical investigation. Future work will also include direct comparison of simulation results to time-resolved measurements on the modelled sample.
